
MA English-Speaking Cultures: 
Language, Text, Media

An Introduction



What do we do:
- committee work

- orientation week, 

Open Campus

- mediation & problem 

Solving

- weekly meetings

- parties

- … and other fun 

things!

We are responsible for all 
English programs: BA, LA, 
MA, MEd

Studiengangsausschuss = student representatives



https://blogs.uni-bremen.de/maesc/

First things first, the website:



Module structure and 
Study Schedule

Forms & Downloads



How

it

works

Orientation Module

Using English in the
Professional World

Extension Module

Academic Work Experience

Supplementary Studies Module

Research Module

Specialisation Module

Master Thesis

Academic Work Experience



StudIP elearning.uni-bremen.de



How to find classes:



… continued



…signing up



Planner



Course Overview



Seafile
https://seafile.zfn.uni-bremen.de/d/060d2513fcc847a4927a/



Studying independently in Germany 
Studying at German universities means studying at one’s own terms/speed, in a “self-
determined” fashion.*

- Module and study structures are mere recommendations for how to go about 

one’s studies; it is ultimately up to oneself in which semester modules are 

completed

→ Master your own time management!

- Most modules consists of several classes which require either a 

“Prüfungsleistung” (PL, graded component; usually a term paper) and a 

“Studienleistung” (SL, ungraded component; usually an oral presentation or 

portfolio) 

→ up to oneself to decide for which class one wants to to the PL and for which the 

SL

*there are certain regulations though if you for example receive financial support through e.g. BAföG!



Attendance
- No mandatory attendance at Uni Bremen with exceptions, e.g. practical (language) 

classes such as UEP.

- What if I can’t attend a class? 
→ Even though there is no mandatory attendance per se, it is always nice to let your 
lecturers know and to ask which contents got covered so you can catch up on them 
before the next class.

- Nevertheless, not attending classes will make it much harder for you to follow along
and understand the topics in depth. This will help you to stay on top of your work and will 
have a positive influence on your grade.



Lecture Times + the Academic Year
The Academic Quarter 

s.t. = sine tempore = 10am -12pm

c.t. = cum tempore = 10:15am-11:45am

The Academic Year

The winter term (WiSe) starts October 1st and ends March 31st. The summer term (SoSe) starts April 1st and 

ends September 30st.

In between, from February to April and from July to October we have a lecture free period. In this time you 

write your exams, term papers etc. This means that you have less work during the semester but also less free 

time in between semesters. Of course you can always start as early as you would like with your work.



Deadlines
Usually, deadlines for term papers, portfolios etc. are March 15th and September 15th for each semester, 

respectively.

At the moment, deadlines might be different due to Covid! Please check in with your lecturer what the deadline for 

your projects are.

You are expected to hand in your work on time. If you cannot make a deadline discuss this with your lecturer in 
advance. Don’t wait until last minute because the chances are low that you will still be granted an extension at that 

point.

Semester fee

The semester fee is due on February 15th and August 15th for the next semester.

The semester fee changes almost every semester so always check that you are paying the right amount! 

You can always find information on it here:

https://www.uni-bremen.de/en/studies/starting-your-studies/formalitaeten/re-enrollment-and-semester-

contribution



PABO / FlexNow2

PABO or FlexNow 2 is the online platform the university uses to keep track of grades.

You have to register for each module yourself within a specific time window:

- winter term is usually December 10th to January 10th 
- summer term the window is June 10th to June 30th

After these windows you usually have about two weeks to deregister without reason, if you want 

to. After that, if you need to deregister for any reason, you need to submit an application to the 

Central Examination Office (ZPA).

A module usually consists of multiple classes. You only register on PABO once you have 

completed all of these classes. 



University Etiquette
Sending Emails

- When you are sending an email to your lecturer you should address them properly.

- Start your email with “Dear... “ and add the correct title of your lecturer.

- End your email with e.g. “kind regards” or “best wishes”. 

- Some lecturers will tell you in the first session how they would like to be addressed - remember that and use their 

preference in the future.

- Lecturers try to work a regular working week (Mon. - Fri.) 

Office hours

If you want a personal meeting with the lecturer you can sign up for their office hours. The times for these are usually 

in the lecturer’s StudIP profile. If you cannot make it to the time slot offer alternative times that you could meet.

If you cannot make it to your office hour on short notice it is polite to give the lecturer a heads-up so they don’t have 

to wait for you.



Class Categorization
Seminar:
Focus on participation and discussion. More participant-driven than a lecture. Usually smaller class numbers.

Lecture:
Participation consists of attendance and listening/taking notes. Of course questions can be asked. Usually bigger 
class numbers. Less “interactive” than a seminar.

Exercises:
Self-explanatory, lots of homework and practical tasks.

Tutorials:
Very small groups. Often offered by students and intend to deepen the acquired knowledge of the class. Usually 
there are only very few of them in our program. 

Colloquia:
Usually for students of higher semesters to exchange research ideas and progress, for example for the Master thesis.



Where You Can Find Help

MA Website: https://blogs.uni-bremen.de/maesc/

- Study schedule

- Survival Page

- many other documents & information!

Contact your lecturer directly first, if that doesn’t work, contact us: stugaang@uni-bremen.de

We have a Discord server where you can talk to us and to other students 24/7 and ask questions to a huge group of 

people who will be able to help you: discord.gg/7n9mCQ9 

Central Student Advisory Service:                  E-SC study program adviser:
https://www.uni-bremen.de/en/zsb Jana Wachsmuth jana.wachsmuth@uni-bremen.de

Offers for international students: https://www.uni-bremen.de/en/studies/starting-your-studies/offers-for-

international-students

Psychological Counselling:
https://www.stw-bremen.de/en/counselling-social/psychological-counselling

https://blogs.uni-bremen.de/maesc/
mailto:stugaang@uni-bremen.de
https://www.uni-bremen.de/en/zsb
mailto:jana.wachsmuth@uni-bremen.de
https://www.uni-bremen.de/en/studies/starting-your-studies/offers-for-international-students
https://www.stw-bremen.de/en/counselling-social/psychological-counselling


One Last Thing…



Clubs offered by Students Possible to earn CPs for SuStMO





Any questions?


